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1 INTRODUCTION

In the last 100 years our society was changing a lot, economy was developing and
nowadays society can be characterized as postindustrial, which determined by high development of economy, science and increasing quality of education, production and service. Nevertheless, planetary boundaries lead to issues which required changes of current behavior and relation to nature. Particularly, it is connected with growth of energy
consumption and required alternatives in energy generation. Modification of ways electric power generation is connected with modification of energy resources demand.
It is obvious that we cannot ignore importance of solar power which dominates
above others resources available to humanity. The task of replacement fossil fuel is important. Predicted effects of these changes confirm relevance of it. Advantages of solar
power such as widespread, accessibility, cheapness and clearness type of energy resources lead to fast growing of electric power generation by facilities of solar power
plants [1].

1.1 Future of the energy sector
Current energy sector consists of three main process which is connected with characteristics of electric power itself and features of electric power consumption. It is energy generation on power plants, transmission by air and cable transmissions lines, and
transformation process. Energy generation is an energy conversion from primary energy
resources to secondary energy such as electric power or heat power.
The modern studying calls electric power as the most perspective and useful type of
energy for a few reasons such as dozens of ways for electric power generation, low energy losses for transmission and a large number of energy utilization ways. Due to these
advantages, electric power occupies the first place of secondary energy and share of it
increases rapidly. Electricity demand increased for a factor of 20 at last 60 years [2].
Moreover, this permanent growth was interrupted only at Global Credit Crunch at 2009
because of decreasing of China production. When global electric power demand is predicted population growth has to be taken into account. This factor influences on the
electric demand curve formation a lot. Statists predict that population growth curve will
have a form of a parabolic curve with maximal point close to 9 billion people.
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Figure 1. The global electric power demand [2].
This information helps to analyze a possible character of the electric power generation graph. The power demand graph will have similar character as population growth
curve but with a larger angle of gain. The predicted volume of electric power demand
will be on the level of 90.000 TWh at 2065, which will be for a factor of 5 more than
current power generation. Follow the expectations of the main institution of the energy
sector (international energy agency) electric power consumption per capita will increase
3,5 time in the next 50 years [2]. The issue of rapid energy consumption increase imposes restrictions for future of the energy sector.
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Figure 2. The share of different energy sources in global energy demand [3].
To begin with a new energy era requires changes of electric power generation which
will allow energy supplying of our new complex and developed world. The abovementioned factors affect to worldwide carbon emissions and require dropping it to zero by
2050 [4].

Figure 3. The planet energy reserves [5].
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These constraints mean that humanity should change energy sector from burning
fossil fuels to renewable energy utilization. Renewable sources of energy represent the
easiest and the most perspective way to produce clean and safe energy. The cost of renewable energy becomes more and more competitive to energy generation by fossil
fuels. Solar energy is widely spread energy resource which is used all over the world
over 4 billion years and provides at 1400 times more energy that we consume [5]. Unsurprisingly, that it becomes the best decision for the sustainable world strategy. Nevertheless, solar radiation has a few major issues which will be solved if we follow the orientation to clean energy requirements.
First of all is a solar energy intermittent, but Sun is shining constantly and we just
have to solve the energy storage issue. Scientists all over the world work on a creation
of the best energy storage for the future energy system. The second constraint of using
solar energy is a location of the highest resources. Solar power irradiance is not similar
around the world and depends on latitude to a great extent. The majority of energy resources are located close to the equator. It leads to the issue that transmissions lines
with low lose are needed. Researchers are carried out to solving of the abovementioned
issues.
“NКЧoЭОМСЧoХoРв МoЮХН СОХp Эo ЬoХЯО ЬoХКЫ ОЧОЫРв’Ь oЛЬЭКМХОЬ КЧН ЦООЭ ОЧОЫРв Оxpectations without compromising the environment and human health by creating new
devices that are able to generate, store and transport electricity in a clean and more efficient way and with smaller space requirОЦОЧЭЬ.” [6]
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2 SEMICONDUCTOR SOLAR CELLS

Solar cell is a device for transformation of solar power to electric power [7]. Modern
solar cells are based on several technologies and material. Nevertheless, the principle of
their work is similar and limited by the same physical constrains. The most common
used solar cells are made of silicon as the most widespread semiconductor at the planet.
The principle of their operation is based on photovoltaic effect which appears when heterogeneous semiconductor structures are exposed to sunlight. Solar modules based on
semiconductors represent few semiconductor cells united in series and parallel branches
for achieving of the standard value of voltage and current [7]. Application of modern
solar modules is huge and widely applicable because of their convenience. Solar cells
can supply electric power to the major part of devices and consumers from house appliances and small electronics to industries and big domestic consumers. The solar power
is based on the planet of the solar modules and can be significant part of the power system. The biggest advantage of electric power production by harvesting of solar radiation
is the clearness of the energy because it follows the target of the zero emissions in energy sector [5].

2.1 Introduction to semiconductor solar cells
The history of the photovoltaic effect started from 1839 when French physicist Edmond Becquerel discovered physical phenomena of appearing of the electric current and
voltage in his copper plate sample immersed in a liquid under the influence of sunlight.
More than 30 years later in 1873 Willoughby Smith discovered photoconductivity of
selenium and 4 years later in 1877 William Adams and Richard Day discovered the
photovoltaic effect in solidified selenium and called their device the selenium cell. Their
ЬЭЮНвТЧР НОЬМЫТЛОН ТЧ К pКpОЫ аСТМС МКХХЬ “TСО КcЭТoЧ oП ХТРСЭ oЧ ЬОХОЧТЮЦ” [8]. In 1883
Charles Fritts the American invertor created a solar cell based on the plate of selenium
with a thin layer of gold. The abovementioned device had efficiency less than 1% but
produced a constant current with relation to intensity of sunlight. Better understanding
of the physics processes inside the solar cell appeared after researching of the wave
properties of light by Hertz in 1887. At 1888 Edward Weston patented the device with
ЧКЦО “SoХКЫ МОХХ” аСТМС аoЫФОН КЬ К МoЧЯОЫЭОЫ oП ЬoХКЫ ЫКНТКЭТoЧ Эo ОХОМЭЫТМ poаОЫ. Another important push was made by Einstein during researching of quantum basics of
light absorption in 1905 [8].
The influence of a single-crystalline structuring to efficiency of the semiconductor
solar cell was discovered only after decent development of quantum mechanics in 1948
with development of the mechanism of single germanium and silicon crystal growth by
Gordon Teal and John Little. At 1954 researcher of Bell Labs Daryl Chapin created the
first practical applicable silicon solar cell with efficiency in the real life conditions at
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6%. A lot of individual scientists and laboratories started to research properties of solar
cells and experimented with different materials [8]. Few years later Bell Labs announced the improving of the solar cells efficiency up to 15%. It was a good time to development in the area of harvesting of solar radiation because of the active development
of the area of space researches, spaceships and satellites. Solar cells represent as the best
way to supply satellites electric power because their reliability, life time and solar intensity of the Earth orbit [8].
Till the early 1980s the application of conventional solar cells was only as a power
source for utility which can not be supplied by the common energy system such as mobile housing, emergency means of communications, small portable electronics and
space activities. Nevertheless, nowadays total solar electricity generation rapidly increases with rate of 30-50% annually and doubling every few years. The global trend of
generated solar electricity is represented on the picture below [3].

Figure 4. Global solar photovoltaics power capacity [9].
More and more people all over the world start using solar modules for the main electric power supplying of their houses, companies and large-scale power generation for
maintain energy system. Nowadays, grid connection of roof top mounted solar cells system is a normal procedure and creation of solar power plant is a good business opportunity for investments. Price for solar modules, batteries and tracking system become
lower annually which influence to development of the area of power generation based
on solar modules.
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Operational principle of semiconductor solar cells
The conversion of solar radiation to electric energy in semiconductor solar cells is
based on photovoltaic effect which appears in inhomogeneous semiconductor structures
by influence of solar radiation. The inhomogeneous characteristic of the semiconductor
requires connecting of semiconductors with different properties or using the same one
but alloyed with different impurities such as p-doped or n-doped by adding atoms of boron and phosphorous to the different layers. The abomentioned actions are connected
with need of changing of the band gap energy in different layers of semiconductor
which leads to creation of p-n junction.
After creation of the semiconductor with suitable band gap for harvesting solar spectrum radiation, the sample should be replaced under sunlight. If the energy of photons
of the solar radiation is higher than band gap energy of the semiconductor, photon will
interact with electron of the semiconductor and will transfer energy. When electron has
enough energy to break connection with their atom, it becomes a free charge carrier.
According to specific structure and materials used in a solar cell, free electrons are able
to move only in the single direction to outer part of semiconductor and then to the load.
Electrons move throw the load and create a useful work in the external load and then
come back to the panel and recombine with a hole in p-type semiconductor [7].

2.2 Advantages of semiconductor solar cells
Application of the device for harvesting of the energy which value is unlimited in
comprising with the modern demand of electric power is itself benefit. Value of annual
solar radiation can fulfill humanity demand few times and provide enough energy for
growing needs of the modern world [5]. Semiconductor solar cell is the first device
which is used for harvesting and converting this energy to useful for the modern technic
in the global scale. But conventional solar cells based on semiconductors have more advantages than it can be noticed. First of all using of silicon as the main material is a
good decision which allows producing solar modules in a large scale without tangible
lack of material. Silicon takes the second place by prevalence on the Earth after oxygen.
Usually in nature silicon is in the form of silicon dioxide SiO2 which is better known as
sand or quartz and flint [10].
The process of pure silicon manufacturing is well developed and can be established
in the large scale production. Of course production of using of single crystals for solar
modules production is a complex task which requires high energy and time costs. Application of polycrystalline solar modules gets less energy per square meter, but its
manufacturing is less expensive, faster and simpler in comparing to more efficient
monocrystalline solar cell. The main factor which must be fulfilled for efficient solar
energy harvesting by polycrystalline solar cells is that size of a each crystal have to be
bigger than the wavelength of the absorbed wave. If this rule is fulfilled, difference in
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efficiency of the solar module will be not higher than 1% in comparing to monocrystalline solar modules [7].
Using of solar cells is pollution free way of electric energy production and match
climate change constrains and the 2oC target. The end-waste and pollution during production cycle can be managed and reduced by using of modern technologies. The recycling technologies for semiconductor solar cells are developing. Nevertheless, it is already understandable that sustainability of solar systems is uncritical and solar photovoltaics become more and more competitive energy sources [11].
Another important advantage of power plants based on semiconductor solar cells is
their life time. Semiconductors photovoltaics can operate in normal conditions more
than 100 years, because there solid state nature. In practice photovoltaic systems have
lifetime confirmed a manufacturer about 20-30 years which prove their quality and reliability. Solar power plant requires only a little maintenance such as cleaning and rare
replacement of broken elements. SemiconducЭoЫ ЬoХКЫ МОХХЬ НoЧ’Э СКЯО ЦoЯКЛХО pКЫЭЬ ТЧ
their construction which means that lack of losses in friction, but also improve reliability of the system because lack of need grease and maintain [7]. It means that operational
cost for solar power plant is significantly low in comparing to power generation based
on other technologies.
Another important advantage of conventional solar cells is their modularity. It
means that installation of solar power plant can be carried out at few steps with increasing installed capacity. It is a great advantage which will have a significant impact for
payback period of the power plant because as earlier the power plant starts produce energy, as earlier investors will get their investments back and will start to make profit.
Multiplication of the abovementioned factor to the fact that the solar power plant can be
installed incredible fast makes the solar power plant construction one of the most perspective and interesting for investors project.
In perspective using of big number of developed generators such as roof top mounted solar modules can help to reduce loses in energy sector for transmission, distribution
and transformation of electric energy. In theory it can help to maintain existed energy
system and reduce future investments for constructing of new long distance transmission lines and new fossil fuels based power plants. All this advantages and positive
properties of semiconductor solar cells effect for their wide spread and using as the
main power source all over the world.

2.3 Disadvantages of semiconductor solar cells
Nevertheless, the development using of semiconductor solar cells is restrained by
some drawbacks and constrains which effect for their properties and characteristics. The
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first and the main drawback of the conventional solar cells is the efficiency. Basically,
the most fundamental constrains of the silicon solar cell is connected with properties of
silicon semiconductor. Since semiconductor soХКЫ МОХХ’Ь pЫТЧМТpХО oП аoЫФ ЛКЬОН oЧ ЭСО
width of a band gap and creation of free charge carriers the efficiency of the solar module will have strong limitations. In practice it means that photons with value of energy
less than 1.12 eV cannot be absorbed by the silicon and photons with value of energy
higher than 1.12 eV lose difference of energy their energy and width of the silicon band
gap to lattice vibration which leads to heating of the material. The abovementioned constrain limits the efficacy of the silicon solar cell on the level of 29% for one junction
sample [7].
The efficiency factor effects to the requirement of the area for production of determine power. In comparing to the power generation on standard power plant, it requires
few times higher amount of area for production of the same capacity.
Another drawback of the conventional semiconductor solar cell is the fragility of the
modules. Standard crystalline silicon is fragile as normal thin plate of solid material.
The solid crystals of silicon are especially weak on flexural loads. This constrain requires using of the metal or plastic frame for mounting and holding of the solar cells
and using glass for protection of the front side of the module. These facts influence for
the weight of the module, complicates manufacturing and installation [7].
In turn, the presence of glass and metal frame effects to reflection losses and effective area of the panel which leads to decreasing of the efficiency of the module. Module
production, transportation and installation become more expensive, time and energy
consuming.

2.4 Constrains of semiconductor solar cells
Improvements of the standard solar cells become more and more important because
solar cells enter in the modern life and energy sector. Nevertheless, the investments of
the area of the renewable energy generation are still low in comparing to financing of
the power generation based on fossil fuels or nuclear power.
To begin with the modern semiconductor solar cells is a decent mature technology
and practical efficiency of the market samples is close enough to theoretical concept.
This factor means that the modern semiconductor solar modules have more constrains
from the market side than from physical point of view. Nevertheless, the constrain for
semiconductor solar cells is efficiency and cost reduction which is connected with material selection or creation of a unique new material with properties which will be the
most suitable for harvesting of the solar radiation. It means using of semiconductor the
optimal relation of the positive properties such as more suitable width of the band gap
and price.
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The devalued calculation of Shockley–Queisser limit shows that the maximum efficiency for maximum power point for single junction semiconductor solar cell cannot
overcome 31%. Nevertheless, the abovementioned calculation is valid for semiconductor with the band gap energy around 1.3-1.4 eV. In practice, the efficiency of the single
junction silicon solar cell with the band gap energy of 1.1 eV is around 29%. In theory,
the using of infinite quantity of band gaps leads to efficiency improving up to 86%
(thermodynamic efficiency limit). In real life creation of three-junction solar cells is a
complex task which can improve efficiency till 48% in theory but increase cost of the
device [12].
The environmental impact of the semiconductor solar cells is significant property
which will depend on the material and manufacturing technology to a great extent. For
ЛОЭЭОЫ ЮЧНОЫЬЭКЧНТЧР oП НТППОЫОЧЭ ЭвpО oП ЬoХКЫ МОХХ’Ь МСКЫКМЭОЫТЬЭТМЬ Тnfluencing to the
environmental impact of their using life cycle assessment values are represented on the
table below.
Table 1. Results of the life cycle assessment for different type of photovoltaics technologies.
The first generThe second
The third genation of solar cells generation of solar
eration of solar
(monocrystalline
cells
cells
silicon) [13], [14].
(CdTe) [15].
(Zn3P2) [16].
Efficiency, %
14
9
10
CO2
emis37.3-72.2
18
30
sions/kWh , grams
Energy pay1.7-2.7
0.3-1.2
0.78
back time, years
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3 OPTICAL RECTENNAS

The basic principle of rectennas was proposed by William Brown during his activity
in the Paytheon Company in the 1960s. The idea of wireless power transfer is not new
and begun from Teslas experiments in 1899 with using of radio waves [17]. The main
purpose of Brown was to improve efficiency and increase distance of wireless power
transfer and get examples of a real-life application for a device. The simplify samples of
the Paytheon Airbone Microwave Platform a helicopter platform flowing above
15000m high was a small platform covered of antennas array and connected to DC motor with blades. A rectifier of the 3GHz supply signal was based on a parabolic reflector
with focal point of a horn-fed reflector antenna. The system was complex and required
movement of a focal point together with movement of the device. The concept worked
but the realization had lack of technical supporting especially in the area of a rectification procedure [18]. A joint work of Brown and his colleague Roscoe George who
worked on a microwave semiconductor diode get a result in 1963 which marked as a
appearing of a concept of rectenna. The first concept of a microwave antenna was constructed by George in 1963 and then patented in 1969 [19].

3.1 Introduction to optical rectennas
Optical rectennas is a device based on a combination of small antennas with sizes
measured in nanometers and high-frequency diode. The formed circuit is able to operate
with visible spectrum of sun light and transform it to direct current [20].
The history of an optical rectenna started at 1973 from the patient of Robert J.
FХОЭМСОЫ oП ЭСО ТЧЯОЧЭТoЧ аСТМС СО МКХХЬ “EХОМЭЫoЦКРЧОЭТМ аКЯО ОЧОЫРв МoЧЯОЫЭОЫ”. IЭ
was a departure from standard understanding of rectennas. A massive of mutually insulated electromagnetic wave absorber elements transform electromagnetic wave impinges thereon to electric power. He proposed to use artificial pyramids or cone structures
similar as in structures in human eyes. The device includes elements tapered in the direction of wave direction to ensure increasing of a wideband spectrum, outputs for determination of a intercepted electric field voltage. Elements are located in a way that adjusted elements affect by the electromagnetic field of a impinging wave. The difference
in the value of electric field results in a voltage difference between adjacent elements
which leads to impulse current flowing throw a diode which rectifier impulse signal to
direct current [21]. TСО pКЭТОЧЭ oП “DОЯТМОЬ ПoЫ МoЧЯОЫЭТЧР oП ХТРСЭ poаОЫ Эo ОХОМЭЫТМ
poаОЫ” аКЬ ЫОМОived by Alvin Marks in 1984.
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Figure 5. Devices for converting of light power to electric power [22].
The purposed device was not the first assumption that nantennas can operate with
the visible part of spectrum if the high speed diode will be used, but has shown configuration of an optical rectenna in the conventional sense. The device represents a relatively high efficient converter of a light power to an electrical power based on a plurality of
НТpoХО КЧЭОЧЧКЬ КЛЬoЫЛТЧР pСoЭoЧЬ’ КХЭОЫЧКЭТЧР ОХОctric field to cause electron resonance
ТЧ ЭСО НТpoХО КЧЭОЧЧК КЧН КЛЬoЫЛТЧР pСoЭoЧЬ’ ОЧОЫРв. TСО ОППТМТОЧМв oП ЭСО MКЫФЬ’Ь
sample is about 10% but cannot exceed this value by devices utilizing known construction [22].
In 1996 an article of Guang Lin was published in The Journal of Applied Physics.
TСО КЫЭТМХО МКХХОН “IЧЯОЬЭТРКЭТoЧ oП ЫОЬoЧКЧМО ХТРСЭ КЛЬoЫpЭТoЧ КЧН ЫОМЭТПТМКЭion by subЧКЧoЬЭЫЮМЭЮЫОЬ” КЧН аКЬ К ПТЫЬЭ ЫОpoЫЭ oП ОбpОЫТЦОЧЭКХ ХТРСЭ КЛЬoЫpЭТoЧ Лв ЧКЧoЬЭЫЮctures. The sample consisted of a parallel dipole antennas array and a high frequency diodes. Guang Lin observed a resonance peak signal of a short circuit current and determined definition of short circuit current, wavelength and angle of the incident light [23].
The cross section of the Lins subnanostructured solar and fabricated cell by electron microscope are represented on the picture below.
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Figure 6. Side view of the designed structure (a), lateral view of a typical fabricated
cell (b).
For decades interest for rectennas technologies was stable and only few laboratories
worked on their projects. Interest of rectenna and nantenna technologies appeared again
only few years ago with a substation leap in the rectifier technologies. A plenty of laboratories all over the world works on development of different part of the technology
[20]. A timeline of a rectenna devices is represented on the figure below.

Figure 7. Brief timeline of the rectenna device – from concept for microwave power
transmission to research focused on solar harvesting [24].
After proving of the concept of the optical rectenna operation, Idaho National Laboratory created a laboratory-scale nantennas massive by electron beam lithography
technology from a gold film, a thin layer of manganese, and amorphous silicon layer.
Their optical rectenna sample consists of the antenna, the optical resonance cavity and
the ground plane. This sample did not include a rectification diode [25].
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3.2 Operational principle of optical rectennas
A rectenna is a special antenna which is used for absorption energy of electromagnetic wave and transformation to electric energy in the form of direct current. Usually
they are used in systems of wireless power transmission and represent as a dipole antenna with a diode connected across dipole parts. An alternating magnetic field of an
electromagnetic wave induces an alternating current in a dipole antenna. A rectifier diode detects alternating current to direct current absorbed by dipoles.
The major factors determining the antenna design are the antenna resonant point and
the frequency range where the antenna can operate. These factors are essentially important because especially they will influence to efficiency of a proposed devise. An antenna can be represented as a form of a circuit with inductance and capacitance and can
be named as RLC circuit which has a resonant frequency. At the resonant frequency the
inductive and capacitive reactances cancel each other. At this stage the antenna has only
active resistance which can be replaced by the losses resistance [26]. The loss resistance
is determined by the real value of resistance of the element. The power expending to
loss resistance is lost as heat. The resistance of a circuit using AC current will be higher
than for a DC-mode as a result of skin effect appearing. The resistance will be proportional to the conductor circumference and the square root of the frequency [26]. A picture below represents a relation of impedance value to frequency changing.

Figure 8. Impedance of an antenna with frequency [26].
The operational principles of optical rectennas are the same as for traditional rectennas. A quasiparticle which determines electromagnetic waves energy is photon. It
means that photon is the electromagnetic force carrier. Incident photons on the antenna
causes to appearing of free charge carriers vacillating with frequency of the absorbed
wave. Appearing of free electrons and their movement back and forward is an alternat-
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ing current. The frequency of the alternating current will be the same as the frequency
of absorbed wave. Nevertheless, for efficient power of a load direct current have to be
used. For rectifying alternating current diodes capable to opОЫКЭО аТЭС КЛЬoЫЛОН аКЯО’Ь
frequency have to be used. The absorption of photons with resonance frequency as antenna was designed for leads to decreasing of impedance value and improving of efficiency. The antennas resonant frequency varies linearly with respect to changing of
physical dimension of the antenna [27]. The solar spectrum wavelengths are in the
range from 0.3-2.0µm with a maximum point at interval of visible spectrum part. That
means that ПoЫ ТЧМЫОКЬТЧР poаОЫ pЫoНЮМЭТoЧ НТpoХОЬ’ ЬТгОЬ oП opЭТМКХ ЫОМЭОЧЧКЬ СКЯО Эo
be proportional to wavelength of visible part of solar spectrum [27].

Figure 9. Spectral irradiance of wavelengths in the solar spectrum [28].
Main elements of an optical rectenna are antenna, diode and load which is connected
in parallel. The schematic circuit is represented on the picture below.
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Figure 10. Rectenna circuit [20].
Antennas output signal has frequency of absorbed wave is rectified by the diode and
going to the load throw a DC filter with filtering of low pass frequencies. The output
DC voltage will change symmetrically as the input AC voltage [20].

3.3 Advantages of optical rectennas
UЬТЧР oП ЭСО opЭТМКХ ЫОМЭОЧЧКЬ’ КЫЫКв КЬ К ЬoХКЫ МОХХ СКЬ a several benefits which can
effect for their future development. In theory the efficiency of an antenna can achieve
100%. The Carnot efficiency limit is not applicable to optical rectennas. However, the
efficiency of non-laboratory sample possible can be higher than efficiency of conventional semiconductor solar cells. For the one layer of rectenna solar cell the ultimate efficiency will achieve the standard level of 44% as the efficiency limit for a one band gap
solar cell.
The materials for an optical rectenna solar sell creation are wide spread and low
cost. Only thin films of metal and isolation are required. The process of fabrication can
be significantly low cost in principle by using of nanoimprint and roll-to-roll technologies [20]. Another benefit of rectennas for harvesting electromagnetic wave energy is
that they can absorb any part of solar spectrum or another source of electromagnetic
wave. The resonant frequency of rectennas can be easily changed by variation of antennas size. On the other hand changing of a band gap for standard solar cell requires
changing of material or creation of combination of semiconductors.
“MЮХЭТМoХoЫОН” ЫОМЭОЧЧК ЛКЬОН ЬoХКЫ МОХХЬ ТЬ КЧКХoРЬ oП ЦЮХЭТПЮЧМЭТoЧ ЬОЦiconductor
solar cells can improve efficiency of the abovementioned devise. For semiconductor solar cells it requires incorporating semiconductors with different band gaps which leads
to significant cost increasing. Combination of layers with different antennas size is less
expensive technology than creation of multifunction solar cell. This is done in order to
changing of the peak sensitivity of the optical rectenna.
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Another important property of rectennas is ability to absorb infrared radiation of
waste heat. In comparing to optical rectennas, infrared radiation has lower frequencies
and lower RC time constant, which effects for simplification of manufacturing and selection of diode technologies [29]. However, there will be no peak of radiation intensity
according to distribution of spontaneous radiation of black body. In practice it means
that harvesting of waste heat by infrared antennas will have low efficiency.
The environmental issue is one of the most important questions in the modern world.
The issue of pollution is still significant since the optical rectennas can be manufactured
from non-toxic well developed materials. The substrate of the optical rectenna can be
replaced to any non-toxic organic surface which can maintain elements of the antenna
[20]. Metallic elements are made from relatively easy for recycling metals such as silver, aluminum or cupper. All abovementioned factors have significant influence to energy payback period, which can be respectively low in comparing to conventional solar
cells or other technologies to harvesting of solar radiation.

3.4 Disadvantages of optical rectennas
UЬТЧР oП ЭСО opЭТМКХ ЫОМЭОЧЧКЬ’ КЫЫКв КЬ a solar cell has a several disadvantages
which can effect for their future development. First of all this disadvantages are more as
constrains and limitations. Moreover, usually they show lack of development in technologies which are taken part in the optical rectennas creation and manufacturing.
As was mentioned before one of the strongest constrain of optical rectennas using is
frequencies of visible part of solar spectrum. The high frequencies of visible part of
spectrum lead to high photon energy and can be named as the ideal wavelengths range
because of the higher intensity of energy. Nevertheless, using of rectennas for absorption of this range of frequencies is connected with issues of antennas design and diode
selection.
The center of visible light frequencies corresponds to RC time constant approximately of 0.1 fs. According to requirement of efficient rectification the rectenna time
constant should be less than time constant of absorbed wavelength. In practice it means
that diode resistance should match the antenna resistance according to theorem of the
maximum power transfer. In this case the impedance of the whole rectenna will consist
of the parallel resistance of the antennas and diode which leads to doubling the rectenna
impedance. The abovementioned fact makes significant limitation of value of the
rectenna capacitance. The RC time constant influences a lot of design of optical rectennas and provides a serious research issue [30].
During selection procedure of the diode for optical rectennas reverse-bias leakage of
the diode should be taken into account. Current-voltage curve of the optical rectenna is
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represented below. The diode of the nantennas should have nonlinear relation of current
to voltage in the forward and reverse operational direction according need to avoid the
reverse-bias leakage [20].

Figure 11. Current-voltage curve for a rectenna diode [20].
For the conventional semiconductor solar cells the I(V) characteristic is decreasing
when intensity of illumination increases, operating point is in the fourth quadrant. As
can be seen from the graph above the current-voltage characteristic of the rectennas diode has a hump of current rise in the second quadrant which will have proportional dependence to illumination intensity and photon energy. The operating point of the
rectenna based solar cell is at the second quadrant where the value of voltage will be
negative due to the maximum power will be at the voltage magnitude where full photons energy is extracted. The research of the rectenna diodes reverse-bias leakage was
made by Moddel and Grover during their studying of the nantennas. According to their
calculation for improving efficiency of solar energy absorption the diodes current
should be lower than 1µA at 1V of the reverse bias [20].
Another substantial drawback of the optical rectennas is issue of their manufacturТЧР. ToНКв’Ь opЭТМКХ ЫОМЭОЧЧКЬ КЫО pЫoНЮМОН Лв ОХОМЭЫoЧ ЛОКЦ ХТЭСoРЫКpСв. TСО ЭОМСЧology of their production is slow, expensive and not suitable enough for mass production.
Nevertheless, lithography allows to create samples with high quality and particle size
about nanometers. Usually, the electron beam lithography is using for creation of small
scale laboratory samples.

3.5 Constrains of optical rectennas
Fundamental problems have to be noticed during a conversation about optical
rectennas for photovoltaics systems. One of them is partial coherence. Production of
electric power from fully incoherent electromagnetic wave sources is real but can be
implemented by another type of generators such as Carnot engine or conventional silicon photovoltaics, which have their own limitations and constrains. The incoherence of
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sun radiation is a fundamental property of the sunlight. Sunlight can be characterized as
partly coherent radiation according to the nature of spontaneous emission and limited
solid angle subtended by the sun [30]. For an optical rectenna array the current collected
from dipole antennas converted at the diode means cancellation of out-of-phase frequencies. It means that for photovoltaics systems based on optical rectennas light source
should be partly coherent for efficient light absorption and rectification. In the case of
lighting to the circle with radius less than 19µm a coherence of solar spectrum more
than 90% can be obtained [29].
Another constrain is polarization of solar radiation. Usually antennas work with a
single linear polarization. A single polarized antenna will work effectively only with 50
percent of solar spectrum. Cross-polarized antennas have been created to overcome the
issue of polarization. Basically, it is combination of few layers of antennas array with
different polarization located orthogonally or using of a unidirectional conical antennas
for few type of polarization. In theory using of these structures can improve efficiency
to 100% [31].
Third one is bandwidth of solar spectrum intensity. The broadband nature of solar
radiation limits absorption possibility of a single antenna. More than 60% of the solar
energy are consistent to bandwidth of 60%, but 15% is wide spread to frequencies. It
creates a serious problem for optical antennas application in the aim of solar power absorber. Nevertheless, it is unnecessary to harvest whole spectrum by a single antenna. A
practical solution is in using of different design antennas for splitting of solar spectrum
and more affective absorption. If only 11 antennas have a bandwidth of 20% each of
them, they will cover wavelength range from 0.2 µm to 2 µm [30].

3.6 Optical rectennas based solar cell
Optical rectennas based solar cell is potentially very low cost technology for transformation of electromagnetic wave energy to electric power. Creation of optical rectennas array requires respectively low cost materials and they can be few times less expensive than conventional solar cells. In fact only tin films of aluminum and plastic are using. A substrate can be freely selected from inexpensive materials such as plastic or
glass. According to statements of one of researcher of optical rectenna based solar cells
Steven Novak, the current estimated cost of materials for creation of nantennas massive
is around 4-9 euros/m2 [25]. On the other side, creation of optical antennas and optical
rectenna diodes requires well-adjusted complex technologies such as submicron lithography. Facility for creation of this type structures are very expensive, slow and not suitable enough for large-scale production. However, the development of nan transfer or
nan imprint technologies in roll-to-roll fabrication methods will improve efficiency and
decrease cost of large-scale production [25].
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According to limitations which were declared before at the current time there is no
real optical rectennas for solar radiation absorption. During last few years devices operating with frequencies of no more than few terahertzes were represented. Nevertheless,
it is a very young technology which worthy of investments and future researches.
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4 QUANTUM DOTS

Semiconductor technologies are playing a significant role in the modern society
based on electronic devices with complex technological operations. The researching of
the properties of materials and realization of interconnection between atomic structure
of materials and theirs properties marked the need of development in the area of semiconductor technologies. With development of nanotechnologies and chemistry creating
of the hetero structures with new features became possible. Better control of electrical
and optical properties leads to creation of electronics with better quality and fulfilling
human needs more efficient. It was expressed in a new generation of electric devices
such as quantum well lasers and resonant tunneling transistors [32].
The idea of hetero structures creation appears from modification of the materials
band-gap by sandwiching of the thin layer of materials with different value band-gap.
Creation of the quantum well became possible when two layers of material were separated by third separating layer of material with higher energy of a band-gap, for example AlGaAs. The quantum well structure confines free charge carriers motion. As a result two-dimensional confinement of electron and holes were created. The next development of the area of nanomaterials was connected with creation of quantum wires and
quantum dots for one and zero-dimensional confinement respectively [33].
The first quantum dots were made of small semiconductor crystals of CdSe and
ZnSe replaced into glass matrix. Depending on the condition of growing the result was a
nearly spherical quantum dots with radius from 1 to 100 nm [34].

4.1 Introduction to quantum dots
Quantum dots are artificially created structures of semiconductor small enough for
demonstration of quantum properties of a particle. The size of this type of structures
should be on nano scale level that leads to confining of moving of free charge carriers
such as electrons and holes. As in natural atoms or quantum wells with determine depth,
quantum dots have bounds and discrete electronic stages. That is why sometimes they
are called as artificial atoms [35].
Today quantum dots are the most interesting and attractive nanotechnology whit fast
extension of possible applications. It happened because of their unique properties such
as relation of the width of the band gap and the size of quantum dot, their form and material. The easy tunable band gap energy leads to thousands highly perspective applications such as new generation of transistors, solar cells, lasers and high quality displays
[36].
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The discovering of quantum dots happened by Alexey Ekimov during his working at
ЭСО VКЯТХoЯ SЭКЭО OpЭТМКХ IЧЬЭТЭЮЭО. HТЬ pКpОЫ МКХХЬ “QЮКЧЭЮЦ ЬТгО ОППОМЭ ТЧ ЭСЫООdimensional microМЫвЬЭКХЬ oП ЬОЦТМoЧНЮМЭoЫ” аКЬ pЮЛХТЬСОН ТЧ 1981 [37]. During his
work, specters of exciton absorption of micro-crystals CuCl growth in glass matrix were
investigated and short-wave shift which corresponds to quantum size effect was discovered [37].
Louis Brus in Columbia University discovered colloidal semi-conductor nanoМЫвЬЭКХЬ. TСО pКpОЫ “Electron–electron and electron‐hole interactions in small semiconductor crystallites: The size dependence of the lowest excited electronic state” аКЬ pЮblished in January of 1984 [38]. During his research at Bell Laboratory the properties of
CuCl crystals was calculated such as Shrodinger equation for determination of energy
stages, effective mass, kinetic energy, potential energy, lowest excited electronic state
energy and relation of the band gap energy to size, shape and material of quantum dots
was noticed [38].
Nevertheless, only in 1988 Mark Reed called artificial semiconductor nano-crystals
КЬ qЮКЧЭЮЦ НoЭЬ НЮЫТЧР СТЬ аoЫФ oЧ ЭСО pКpОЫ аСТМС МКХХЬ “OЛЬОЫЯКЭТoЧ oП НТЬМЫОЭО ОХОctronic states in a zero-НТЦОЧЬТoЧКХ ЬОЦТМoЧНЮМЭoЫ ЧКЧoЬЭЫЮМЭЮЫО” [39]. The effect of
resonant tunneling through the quantum dot and its relation to the discrete state density
of the dot was investigated.
Over the next years hundreds laboratories and scientists all over the world were involved in the researching of quantum dots properties and features. The potential applications of quantum dots as semiconductors with unique properties exist in the areas of
quantum computing, biology, quantum electronics and energy production by quantum
dots based photovoltaic devices. The researching of the potential application and features of quantum dots continue to this day. Moreover, the first commercial samples of
technique used quantum dots already exist such as display screens used quantum dots
for backlight and filtration of unwanted colors for improving of represented color gamut
[40].

4.2 Operational principle of quantum dots
Quantum dots are artificially created semiconductor crystals which confine moving
of free charge carriers in three dimensions. Basically, it means that semiconductor structures with size less than two length of Bohr radius of hydrogen atom confinement moving of exiton (the electron-hole pair). The three dimension confined system can be characterized as a potential well.
The potential well is an existed location where the local minimum of potential energy exists. The behavior of the particle with energy less than the depth of the potential
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well can be characterized as a fluctuation in the well bounds. The fluctuation range of
the particle will depend on particles energy. From classical physics point of view, the
particle cannot overcome bounds of the well, but according to quantum mechanics the
particle can be found elsewhere with determine probability. It calls the tunneling effect
and the probability of the tunneling effect depends on the particles mass, energy and the
width of the potential well [41].
Another important property of the quantum dots is appearing of discrete energy
stages of the band gap energy. In practice it is connected with solution of Schrodinger
equation for infinite potential well. For quantum dots the relation of size and band gap
energy exists. As stronger confinement of the particle, as the band gap will be divided
on more energy levels. The result of the splitting in the strong confinement structures is
the rising of the value of the emissions energy [41].
In practice the specific properties of nanostructured materials can be determined by
quantity of dimensions confinement. Dimensionality of a nanostructure determines the
ability of free carriers to move in a material. Usually, nanostructured materials compares with the same bulk material where free carriers are able to move freely. The continuous density of energy states leads to smooth valence and conductive band. Nevertheless, there is a dependence of a separation of an energy stages within the valence and
conductive band to a quantity of atoms.
Basically, when the quantity of atoms in lattice decreases the separation of energy
states appears more and more. The confinement of a material appears in extinction of
continuous bands. Quantum dots are zero dimensional systems with confinement of free
МКЫЫТОЫЬ’ ЦoЯОЦОЧЭ ТЧ КХХ НТЫОМЭТoЧЬ. TСО qЮКЧЭЮЦ НoЭЬ НОЧЬТЭв oП ЬЭКЭОЬ МКЧ ЛО Нescribed be a mathematical delta function [42]. Different confinement systems and their
density of states function can be observed on the picture below.
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Figure 12. The density of states in different confinement configurations: (a) bulk; (b)
quantum well; (c) quantum wire; (d) quantum dot [42].

4.3 Advantages of quantum dots
To begin with, nanostructured materials demonstrate unusual features and properties
which are different from natural materials. The above-mentioned changes are demonstrated in sundry features beginning from melting temperature to electric conductivity.
Quantum dots as three dimensional confined systems are not an exception but confirmation of superior properties of the nanomaterials. The most important changes of the
quantum dots properties are based on the fact the band gap energy depends on the size
of a quantum dots. In practice it means that materials with different band gap energy can
be obtain form the same material by changing of a fabrication procedure or conditions
of manufacturing. The effect of these changes can be noticed in changes of optical
properties of the material, because changing of the band gap energy leads to significant
changes of absorbing and emitting properties [42].
The physical concept of the light absorption is based on the fact that photon absorpЭТoЧ ХОКНЬ Эo ОХОМЭЫoЧЬ’ ОЧОЫРв ТЧМreasing, after overcoming the energy of chemical
bonding electron excites form the valence band to the conductive band with living a
hole in the valence band. Usually electron and hole are connected to each other and
form an exciton pair. The returning of electron to the position of hole occurs when electrons energy decreases to the ground state and calls recombination. The process of recombination is connected with the fluorescence of the photon with the energy equal to
the band gap energy [43].
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As the band gap energy depends on the size of the quantum dot, it has the major effect for the energy of the emitted photon which expressed in changing of emitted light
in relation to the size of quantum dot. Basically, as large a quantum dot as lower the
emitted energy will be. It means that the spectrum of the emitted wave is shifted to the
redder part with the quantum dots size rising [43]. The emitting spectrum of quantum
dots can be observed on the picture below.

Figure 13. Fluorescence spectra of CdSe quantum dots with different size [44].
On the other side of the quantum dots light emitting is the absorption features. As
the quantum confinement of quantum dots is higher as higher quantity of discrete energy states which leads to appearing of the absorption peaks in points of the energy
matching. Moreover, the point of the energy absorption has determined energy fluctuation which leads to a not ideal delta function but to more realistic Gaussian destitution.
All these facts lead to the appearing of the wide energy range of the absorption spectrum [45].
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Figure 14. Absorption spectra of CdSe quantum dots with different size [44].
Moreover, quantum dots have a lot of significant features which effect to the absorption and emission of electromagnetic wave procedure. One of them is multiple electronhole pair generation. The above-mentioned phenomena calls multiple exciton generation
and is based on fact that few excitons can be produced when single photon was absorbed in quantum dots [46]. The schematic illustration of the multiple free charge carriers is represented on the picture below.

Figure 15. Illustration of the processes leading to generation of multiple charge carriers in a quantum dot [46].
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Another important point is quantum dots manufacturing. At the moment there are
few main methods of quantum dots synthesis exist based on the bottom up and top
down ways of nanostructures synthesis. The selection of a synthesis method depends on
purposes of quantum dots and will determine properties of quantum dots. The main
methods of quantum dots synthesis:
1. Molecular beam epitaxy
2. Metal organic chemical vapor deposition
3. Electron-beam lithography
4. Wet colloidal synthesis
5. Spontaneous occurring in quantum well structures
The abovementioned methods are well developed and allow creating structures with
required properties of size and form.

4.4 Disadvantages of quantum dots
Despite of the dozens of proses and unusual properties of quantum dots, they have
some drawbacks which impact to their development and permanent using in regular life.
One of them is the issue of quantum dots toxicity which became more and more important in the modern world with growing demand of nanostructures [47]. Some type of
nanostructures and nanomaterials influence on the human health and have probability of
environmental pollution. Notably, that the major part of research in the area of the quantum dot toxicity is focused on the poisonous of the quantum dots material such as cadmium and his compounds [47].
Nevertheless, scientists do not reject the possibility of toxicity effect depending on
the quantum dots size, shape and effects of possible compounds based on the decomposed elements. The investigation of quantum dots properties and features is continuing
[47].

4.5 Constrains of quantum dots
The major issue of the quantum dots using is their stability which have a significant
effect for possible applications of quantum dots. The main issues of the quantum dot
stability are their life time and deposition. In practice it means that researchers face with
the problem of how to extend the life time of quantum dots and decrease influence of
quantum dots decomposition and save its properties for longer period of time [48].
Nowadays, a lot of laboratories and companies investigate and research in the area
of quantum dots life cycle. The life time depends on the quantum dots shape, form and
material which they were made. Every year scientists and researchers confirm that the
life time was extended and quality was improved. Nevertheless, the life time of modern
quantum dots is approximately from few days to few years which lead to competition
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on the further quantum dots market [43]. All these set of factors and issues are made
quantum dots dangerous and unreliable material for real life using. Despite of it, quantum dots have needed properties and are worth of a future research.

4.6 Quantum dots solar cell
Solar cells based on the effect of light absorption calls a quantum dot solar cell. The
purpose of using quantum dots against standard semiconductors is a high ability of tunable properties of material. The main advantage of quantum dots is highly variable
characteristics of the band gap energy with ability to use similar material but with different dots size which will effect for main characteristics [49]. For standard semiconductor materials the band gap energy depends on the material and cannot be easily
changed. The abovementioned property of quantum dots gives a high potential in development of solar cells. In practice it means that well selected quantum dots can improve
efficiency of solar panels and decrease price of their manufacturing. In wet reactions of
synthesis quantum dots properties can be modified by changing of temperature and time
of synthesis. Moreover, the tunable band gap energy and ability to combine dots with
different size in one module make this nanostructure very attractive to creation of multijunction solar cells. Nowadays, a lot of quantum dots based solar cells exist. The principle of their work is dome different and use different properties of quantum dots [50].
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5 THE THEORETICAL MODEL
The idea of the theoretical model creation is based on the need of the well explanation and physical properties analysis of the device. The main purpose of a cooperative
application of quantum dots and optical rectennas is to increase efficiency of the light
absorption and conversion processes inside the structure with further ability to apply
these structures as the nano based solar cell with the new and perspective features and
characteristics, which will effect for the development of the photovoltaic devices and
renewable energy technologies.
The world which we live in is the completely dependent of the nearest start to the
Earth, Sun. The hydrogen and helium of the nearest start to the earth is burning with the
temperature of 5778 kelvin [51]. Due to the determine gases deposition in the process of
the sun burning and determine properties of the atmosphere absorption the solar radiation spectrum has a specific form which effects to the efficiency of devices for electromagnetic radiation of sun conversion to the direct current. Actually, The process going
on the sun is not burning, but chemical reaction of the helium from hydrogen synthesis
which calls the nuclear fusion.
The solar radiation is the main source of energy for the earth. The major part of the
energy sources which hare available for the humanity is the products or different forms
of the solar radiated energy. The power is characterized by the solar constant which
means the power emitted to the unit area which is located perpendicular to the sun light
on the distance of the one astronomical unit from the sun surface. The solar constant is
equal to the 1370 W/m2. АСОЧ ЭСО ЬЮЧ ХТРСЭ ТЬ РoТЧР ЭСЫoЮРС ЭСО ОКЫЭС’Ь ЬЮЫПКМО, ЭСО Ьolar radiation lost approximate 370 W/m2. Basically, for the ground surface at the equator
point only 1000 W/m2 accounts. Due to the photosynthesis process fossil fuels were created such as oil, coal and natural gas. The scheme below represents the energy sources
and their origin.
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Figure 16. The types of energy sources and their nature [52].
Nevertheless, the sun was formed 4,5 billon years ago and it is considered that sun is
about the middle of the star with the similar mass life time. That means that the sun radiation as the energy source is inexhaustible source of renewable energy to humanity
which can cover the growing consumption of the planet few times. It is a good fact
which marked development of the renewable energy technologies and commemorated
the further direction of the development of the future energy sector. The picture below
represents the schematic presentation of the energy sources available to the humanity
and the nature of their origin. It is obvious from the figure that the major energy source
is the sun power which has significant process in comparing to other sources of energy
such as:
 Highest resource availability of all renewable energy sources;
 The least cost energy sources in many regions;
 There is no significant sustainable constraints;
 Greenhouse gas emissions of the energy production match the climate change
constraints;
 There is no site in the world having
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Figure 17. The schematic presentation of the energy sources available to the humanity [53].
5.1 Introduction to the theoretical model
The creation of the theoretical model is an important part of the research which effects for the further understanding of the processes going in the device. Due to these
reasons the theoretical model is necessary. The model creation begins from the explanation of the physical processes which are going in the device. The device is based on the
combination of quantum dots and optical antennas based on nanowires and high-speed
diodes. The necessity using of the combination of quantum dots and optical antennas is
based on the physical processes and features of the abovementioned materials.
Separated operations in these nanomaterials have their own drawbacks and negative
features which effects to the development of these materials for the purposes of the solar
energy harvesting. In practice it means, that using of these nano structures is constrained
by their properties. The major drawback of the optical antennas consists of the nanowires and high-speed diodes is the fact that the due to the operational principals of the
antennas theory, the optical rectennas cannot operate effectively with the wide range of
the wavelengths.
Due to the theory of the antennas operation, the antennas can work with the efficiency about 99 percent with the determine wavelength which they design for [24]. The efficiency of the rectenna operation corresponds to the Gaussian distribution function.
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Nevertheless, the optical rectennas is a decent option of the converting technology
which allow effectively transform a determine range of electromagnetic wavelengths to
the electric power in the form of the direct current [24]. This constraint is not important
if the absorbed electromagnetic wave will have a high intensity peak.
On the other side of the abovementioned conversion technology is the layer of quantum dots which were design for the emitting of the electromagnetic wave with determine frequency. One of the most important features of the quantum dots is that the
quantum dots structure can absorb wide range of wavelengths which are corresponds to
the photons with energies higher than the band gap of the quantum dot.
The main principle of the combination of these technologies is based on the idea of
matching of the quantum dots emitting wavelengths and optical rectennas absorbed
wavelengths which will effects to the efficiency of the conversion process. In practice it
means that the quantum dots emitted electromagnetic wave will be absorbed by optical
rectennas surface which will convert emitted power to the electric power in the form of
the direct current.
5.2 Operational principle of a quantum dots-nantennas solar cell
The basis of the approach of the combination of quantum dots and optical rectennas
is reemitting properties of quantum dots. As was clarified in the paragraph 4.3 the absorption and emitting properties are unique and can help to improve efficiency characteristics of the optical rectennas based solar cell. The unique properties of quantum dots
are in the absorbed and emitted spectrums which were represented on the Figure 13 and
Figure 14 respectively.
In practice it means, that quantum dots are used as a frequency transformer for improvement of efficiency of optical rectennas operation. The efficiency of the made solar
module will depends on the quantum efficiency of quantum dots to a great extend which
means what percentage of the absorbed power can be emitted at the determine frequency. The energy of the emitted photon is equal to the band gap energy of the quantum dot
which means ability of tuning of the quantum dots spectrum depending on the condition
of quantum dots synthesis.
5.3 Advantages of a quantum dots-nantennas solar cell
The purposed scheme of the joint using of quantum dots as a frequency transformer
and optical rectennas as a form of energy transformer has a lot of advantages which can
effect to the further application of this method.
The main benefit of the abovementioned combination is in total converting efficiency improvement. The efficiency of the converting process is an important point of the
potential devices using [54]. In theory using of this method allows to improve efficiency
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of the solar power harvesting and converting it to electric power. The calculation of the
total efficiency of the converting process is a complex and substantial task. It is purposed that the efficiency of using of this method allow to improve efficiency and overcome some of the limits which are play important role in the solar energy harvesting by
the conventional soar cells [54].
The principle of the total efficiency improvement is based on the ideas that harvesting and converting of the solar power is going without creation of free carriers and
unique properties of quantum dots and optical rectennas. The abovementioned method
allows to overcome thermodynamic efficiency limit due to the absorption properties of
quantum dots which are different form the bulk semiconductor structure [55]. Moreover, multiple photon absorption plays important role in the quantum efficiency improvement. In practice the major constrain which limits the converting efficiency of this
method is based on the quantum efficiency of quantum dots.
Another important reason of the method efficiency improvement is based on the
concept of recombination which usually has a poor effect to the efficiency of the conventional solar cells, but the method of joint using of these technologies based on the
principle of reemitting of light which implies recombination of energy carriers [33].
One of the most important reasons of the investigation of nanomaterials is in the
price relation to the properties of the material. In practice it means that the using of nanomaterials and nanostructures allow to receive unique properties of the structure and
decrease expenses due to the material weight reduction and efficiency improvement [8].
5.4 Disadvantages of a quantum dots-nantennas solar cell
First of all, disadvantages of the joint using of quantum dots and optical rectennas
are similar to the separate using of these technologies. Nevertheless, the main constraint
of this combination is difficulties with the manufacturing, production and storage of
these technologies at the real life.
Basically, the main problem is in the modern technology which can limit ability of
this type of structures manufacturing [24]. Nowadays, the manufacturing technology
can produce this type of structures in a small scale which effects for the manufacturing
cost and ability to use them in real life.
Nevertheless, it is expected that in the near future the roll and roll technology and
development of quantum dots with log life time will fix the issue of the nanostructure
production [20]. These structures and its manufacturing are emerging technologies and
required well development and better instigation of their properties.
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5.5 Purpose of research
The main purpose of this research is in creation of the new structure which will obtain new characteristics and features which can be more suitable for the solar energy
harvesting and converting purposes than the conventional solar cells. The investigation
and research of the renewable energy technologies play important role in the modern
society and can help to save the planet and create the resilient future for the future generation.
The analysis of the new nanostructures and their properties has a significant impact
for the development of new materials and creation of the new methods for the nanomaterials studying and further research.
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6 QUANTUM DOTS-NANTENNAS SOLAR CELL CHARATERISTICS
The calculation and assuming of the purposed model characteristics and properties
are an important and significant part of studying of new structures. The characteristics
determination is a complex task which required width knowledge of quantum physics
and understanding of nanostructures properties and processes going into them.
6.1 Model Creation
The model creation begins from understanding of the processes which will go inside
the purposed solar cell. The main principle of the combination of quantum dots and optical rectennas is that the quantum dots surface absorbs the solar radiation in width
range and emits it at the determine wavelength. The optical rectenna consist of the nanowire with the length of the quarter of the absorbed wave and high speed diode which
design for the frequency of the absorbed wave.
Nevertheless, the light emitted by quantum dots will develops in the all direction
which will effect and decrease efficiency of the absorption. For prevention of these negative consequences, the translucent mirror was applied. The main purpose of the half
transparent mirror is to skip incident light from outside and reflect light emitted be the
quantum dots.
The optical rectennas are consist of the surface of nanowires with length of a single
particle equal to the quarter of the emitted light of the quantum dots and thin-film diodes which design for rectifying of the specific frequency which is equal to the frequency of the emitted light by quantum dots.
All these surfaces are located on the dielectric substrate which prevents oxidation
and contact with water what will protect the solar cell and keep it save for longer time.

Figure 18. The cross-section of the device.
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In practice incident light goes throw the translucent mirror and absorbs by the quantum dots and then emits on the determine frequency which is equal to the quantum dots
band gap energy. The emitted light is reflected from the mirror surface and goes to the
optical antennas which absorb the emitted light and rectifier it to the direct current
which supply the load. The figure above represents the schematic cross-section of the
device.

6.2 Efficiency assessment
The efficiency of any device and technology is one of the most important characteristic. In the modern world full of renewable energy technologies and energy saving
abilities, the issue of the efficiency plays a significant role and effect for the further development of the technology. The picture below represents the efficiency of the different photovoltaics technologies and their development from 1976 to 2017. The major
part of the conversion technologies have the similar constrains which limit their efficiency in their principle.

Figure 19. Conversion efficiencies of best research solar cells worldwide from 1976
through 2017 for various photovoltaic technologies [56].
The calculation of the device based on the combination of quantum dots and optical
rectennas is a complex process which requires using of the quantum dots absorption and
emission spectrum and characteristics of the optical rectennas such as absorption and
rectification efficiency and other significant values such as quantum dots quantum efficacy and reemitting efficiency which will be different for sundry materials. Different
materials of quantum dots and forms of nanowires have significant effects for the effi-
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ciency and properties of the purposed device. The schematic presentation of the efficiency calculation process is represented on the picture below.

Figure 20. The diagram of the device efficiency calculation
The efficiency of the device depends on materials, forms and size of nanostructures.
These factors have a significant effect for the properties of the devise. The calculation
of these features requires wider studying of this device and explanation of its properties.
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7 ANALYSIS OF RESULTS
The feature of the energy sector was represented and compared with the modern energy sector. The relevance of the renewable energy sector was clarified. The semiconductor solar cells operational principles were represented. Quantum dots operational
principles and main features were represented. Optical rectennas operational principles
and main features were represented. The significant disadvantages of the conventional
technologies were analyzed. The device based on the combination of quantum dots and
optical rectennas was purposed during the master thesis competing. The theoretical
model was created and the main components of the device were analyzed. The efficiency issue was analyzed and the concept of the main features was clarified.
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8 CONCLUSION
During completing the master thesis the device based on the combination of quantum dots and optical rectennas was purposed. The theoretical concept of the model was
created. The main principles of operation and features were clarified.
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4

 Highest resource availability of all renewable energy sources;
 The least cost energy sources in many regions;
 There is no significant sustainable constraints;
 Greenhouse gas emissions of the energy production match the climate change constraints;
 There is no site in the world having
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